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The STAR assessment will help you to discover evidence to support your recommendations 
regarding candidates’ capability for the job. A good recruiter is also able to use the STAR 
technique to reject a candidate – this prevents the client spending time interview people 
who turn out to be unsuitable and increases the value of your own work.

A well-structured and controlled interview will enable you to answer the following: 

 ■ Does the candidate possess the required skills, experience and personality to successfully 
fill a specific role that you are working on? 

 ■ If they do not meet the above, or if we do not have a specific role in mind, is the candidate 
marketable, i.e. does he/she have something to sell (rare skill-set, unusual experience, 
etc)? 

 ■ Will you be able to control the candidate throughout the recruitment process, ensuring 
that he/she will be committed to working with you on your terms? 

 ■ What are the candidate’s motivations to move, and if he/she gets a job offer through 
you, will they accept and move on?

 ■ What other information can you discover from this individual to help you move your 
business forward?

STAR Based Assessment 
of Capability
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STAR model 
To ask good questions, it is important you have decided that the core skills and competencies 
for the role are. Look at the job description and your own briefing notes. Those elements 
that are considered essentials will definitely be aspects of the job the client will interview for 
to find evidence of capability. 

When you interview for the same traits and present your candidates with the evidence 
you’ve gained interviews will happen quicker.

The STAR method breaks down as -

Situation

Identifying an example/scenario

Task

Outlining the tasks (objectives) involved

Action

Assessing what actions were taken 

Result

What was the final result and what would they do differently if given the chance?

Example STAR questions 
Focus on looking for past examples and real life situations. Give the candidate plenty of time 
to think of good examples and spend enough time ensuring you have a specific situation. 
This example uses questions based on an example Planning and Organising competency: 

S  Highlight a time when you had to achieve a task/project within a certain timescale? 

T  What were you trying to achieve? 

What was your objective? 

A How did you go about it? 

What were your specific duties? 

What obstacles did you have to overcome? 

R What was the outcome? 

From what you learnt, what have you since put into practice? 

The STAR is complete and the answers will now help you to feel more confident that the 
candidate has the required capability to Plan and Organise themselves to lead a project.

For each job you’re working on, decide on the core skills you need to ensure your candidate 
possesses the necessary capability and develop your STAR questions accordingly. With 
practice this will become second nature and the quality of your candidate assessment will 
soar.


